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Visuo-Spatial Performance in Autism: A Meta-analysis
Anne Muth • Johannes Ho¨nekopp • Christine M. Falter
 Springer Science+Business Media New York 2014
Abstract Visuo-spatial skills are believed to be enhanced
in autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). This meta-analysis
tests the current state of evidence for Figure Disembedding,
Block Design, Mental Rotation and Navon tasks in ASD
and neurotypicals. Block Design (d = 0.32) and Figure
Disembedding (d = 0.26) showed superior performance
for ASD with large heterogeneity that is unaccounted for.
No clear differences were found for Mental Rotation. ASD
samples showed a stronger local processing preference for
Navon tasks (d = 0.35); less clear evidence for perfor-
mance differences of a similar magnitude emerged. We
discuss the meta-analysis results together with other find-
ings relating to visuo-spatial processing and three cognitive
theories of ASD: Weak Central Coherence, Enhanced
Perceptual Functioning and Extreme Male Brain theory.
Keywords Autism  Visuo-spatial  Figure
Disembedding  Mental Rotation  Block Design  Navon
Figures
Introduction
The term autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is an umbrella
term that encompasses Autistic disorder, Asperger’s syn-
drome (AS), High-Functioning Autism (HFA) and perva-
sive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-
NOS). As ASDs are often accompanied by learning and
language impairments, it is most common for people with
HFA to participate in research studies because their high-
functioning level means that they are intellectually capable
of meeting the needs of cognitive studies. Disorders of the
autism spectrum are characterized by impairments in social
interaction and communication, and restricted, repetitive
and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests and activi-
ties (Levy et al. 2009; APA 2000).
The question whether individuals with ASD have
superior visuo-spatial skills compared to neurotypicals has
inspired research for several decades and goes back to
analyses of intelligence test performance of autistic chil-
dren compared to typically developing (TD) control chil-
dren that were matched for their overall IQ (Shah and Frith
1983). Furthermore, the assumption that visuo-spatial skills
are indeed superior (Mitchell and Ropar 2004) has been
used as a rationale for many studies and theories, yet
findings reported in the literature are discrepant; while
some claim performance in a certain task to be robustly
superior in autism (e.g., Lee et al. 2007; Shah and Frith
1993), others disagree (e.g., Bo¨lte et al. 2007; Manjaly
et al. 2007; White and Saldana 2011).
Typical visuo-spatial tasks are Figure Disembedding,
Block Design, Mental Rotation and Navon Figures. Orig-
inally developed by Witkin et al. (1971), the Figure Dis-
embedding Test (also known as Embedded Figures Test,
EFT) consists of cards depicting images made up of lines
with embedded geometrical shapes, such as triangles,
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rectangles, or circles. A target shape is presented, which
the participant is asked to locate as quickly as possible in
the image. Adapted versions for preschool children and
children are also available.
Block Design is a performance IQ subtest that is
included in both the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test
(WAIS; Wechsler 1981) and the Wechsler Intelligence
Test for children (WISC; Wechsler 1974). The participant
receives a set number of blocks that have white, red, and
both white and red sides. The task is to use these blocks to
recreate a two-dimensional pattern that the participant is
presented with on a card.
In the classic Mental Rotation task by Shepard and
Metzler (1971) participants are presented with a two-
dimensional picture representing a three-dimensional geo-
metric object and have to decide whether it matches a
rotated target or not. This task can also be used with objects
and figures that are two-dimensional, such as geometric
figures, drawings of objects or letters. This task requires
spatial working memory because one has to hold the rep-
resentation in mind and manipulate it.
Navon Figures (1977) were designed based on evidence
that people do not process a picture all at once but extract
information gradually, e.g., from coarse to fine detail, or as
Navon puts it: as if ‘‘zoomed in on’’ (p. 354). To test this
idea, he devised a task in which participants are shown
large letters made up of the same or different smaller let-
ters. The task allows identifying participants’ processing
style by testing whether the global level (large letter) or the
local level (small letters) is attentionally salient for them. It
has been found that TD people are faster and more accurate
when responding to global forms (Wang et al. 2007).
As yet there is no single theory that can explain all of the
phenomena seen in ASD, rather there are cognitive theories
attempting to account for behavioral patterns within aut-
ism. Three influential theories have been evaluated fre-
quently along with tests of visuo-spatial ability, namely the
Weak Central Coherence (WCC; Happe´ and Frith 2006),
Enhanced Perceptual Functioning (EPF; Mottron and
Burack 2001; Mottron et al. 2006) and the Extreme Male
Brain (EMB; Baron-Cohen 1999) theory, all of which will
be summarised here and evaluated in the discussion.
The WCC account explains the perceptual profile of
individuals with ASD by a tendency towards local pro-
cessing and a weakness of global processing of informa-
tion, based on the observation that children with ASD
showed superior performance on Block Design and Figure
Disembedding (Shah and Frith 1983, 1993). In short, this
theory posits that individuals with ASD have an enhanced
processing capacity for detail as opposed to a global pro-
cessing style. Most TD individuals process perceptual
stimuli with a global bias, looking at the whole, whereas
people with autism appear to be biased towards a local
processing style, which comes at the cost of often missing
the gist. However, a local processing style is not detri-
mental per se, but rather depends on the requirements of a
task at hand, i.e. this theory predicts an advantage for
individuals with autism on tasks that require detail-focused
processing, such as the Figure Disembedding and Block
Design tasks. Support for this theory was provided in a
review paper by Happe´ and Frith (2006) that includes
studies in which individuals with ASD showed faster per-
formance on the Block Design test compared to matched
TD control groups. We will look at both these tasks and
examine how well these predications hold up. Furthermore,
we will also examine Mental Rotation, another visuo-spa-
tial task but one that does not benefit from focusing on
details but rather on comparing two complete figures. Thus,
WCC theory would predict that people with autism would
be disadvantaged in this task and perform worse than TD
individuals. For Navon Figures, we should expect in the
framework of WCC theory that any processing advantage
of the global over the local stimulus dimension is stronger
in TD people than in ASD affected people.
The model of Enhanced Perceptual Functioning (Mot-
tron and Burack 2001; Mottron et al. 2006) partly agrees
but also extends WCC. The authors suggest a complex
relationship between local and global processing styles in
ASD, with a preference, rather than a default option, for
local processing. This preference is believed to enable
people with ASD to switch to a global style if required by a
task, in contrast to the global ‘‘deficit’’ proposed by WCC.
Mottron et al. (2006) argue that this flexibility in pro-
cessing results in superior performance for local tasks, and
equivalent performance for global tasks compared to neu-
rotypicals. Thus, for Navon Figures performance in ASD
this model predicts a local preference but an equal ability
when it comes to global processing requirements.
According to Mottron et al. (2006) EPF predicts a ‘‘con-
stant pattern of enhanced performance’’ (p. 30) in tasks in
which local and global processing conflicts, such as Block
Design and Figure Disembedding. More specifically, if the
conflict is decreased, as is the case in pre-segmented Block
Design tasks, the performance is predicted to be equivalent
to that of TD individuals. We presume that EPF would
predict no group difference for rotational aspects of Mental
Rotation based on the assumption that Mental Rotation
would be considered a task requiring global processing.
The Extreme Male Brain theory (Baron-Cohen 1999) is
based on the idea that autism appears to be a testosterone
driven ‘‘male condition’’. This is reflected in the fact that
more males are affected by the condition than females
(Levy et al. 2009). Further, digit ratio 2D:4D (i.e. index
finger length divided by ring finger length) is believed to be
a marker of prenatal testosterone exposure (Manning et al.
2013) and it is more male-typical in individuals with ASD
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than in TD individuals (Ho¨nekopp 2012). Baron-Cohen
(1999) lists evidence from research on tasks on which
females are generally superior to males, and indeed these
tasks are impaired in autism. It was argued that women
appear to perform better than men on language tasks as
well as tests of social judgment, and that they show more
empathy and cooperation. Men, on the other hand, are
supposed to be better at mathematical reasoning, ‘‘sys-
temizing’’, the Embedded Figures task and Mental Rotation
(Baron-Cohen 1999). In accordance with Baron-Cohen’s
argument, a meta-analysis examining spatial skills as
reflected in the Mental Rotation task found an advantage
for males (Linn and Petersen 1985). Yet more recent evi-
dence indicates that these apparent sex differences are
much smaller than previously thought and often non-sig-
nificant (Hines 2004). For instance, a more recent fMRI
study using Mental Rotation did not find any sex differ-
ences on accuracy or reaction times, but rather different
analytic strategies (Hugdahl et al. 2006).
EMB theory predicts better performance for autistic
individuals in Figure Disembedding, given the acclaimed
sex difference in this task. Concerning Mental Rotation,
predictions are not that straightforward however. In Mental
Rotation tasks, accuracy and response time are commonly
used as outcome measures. Typically, response time
increases and accuracy decreases as the angle difference
between picture and target increases. It is therefore sensible
to regress, for each participant, time (and accuracy) on
angle. The regression slope for time then represents rota-
tion speed (with steeper slopes indicating slower speeds)
whereas the intercepts reflects non-rotational aspects of the
task, such as figure comparison, working memory, and
decision making times (Falter et al. 2008). Falter and col-
leagues (Falter et al. 2008) have conducted a study with TD
and ASD participants showing that overall the ASD group
outperformed the control group in Mental Rotation. How-
ever, a closer look at task aspects revealed that the sex
difference that is typically found in slopes (Falter et al.
2006) did not hold up for the ASD group that only showed
superior performance in intercepts. Thus, although sex
differences were found in slopes and EMB theory should
therefore predict performance differences between ASD
and TD participants for slopes, we already know that it is
rather the non-rotational aspects of the task (intercepts), if
any, in which participants with ASD excel.
Similarly, deriving predictions from EMB theory for
Block Design and Figure Disembedding is not straight-
forward. Block Design is designed to be equally valid for
females and males; hence sex differences should not exist.
It is difficult to say what EMB theory predicts for Block
Design performance; on the one hand the task is a visuo-
spatial task for which male superiority is generally pre-
dicted by Baron-Cohen (1999), however, on the other hand
it was designed to be impartial to sex differences. We
therefore assume that no performance difference between
ASD and TD is predicted for Block Design in the frame-
work of EMB theory. Similarly, Navon Figure tests are
visuo-spatial in nature, but given that we are not aware of
any systematic investigations of whether or not Navon
Figure performance is linked to sex or testosterone, no
performance difference between ASD and TD should be
predicted by EMB. We would like to note that although
performance differences (or their absence) have repercus-
sions for these theories; our aim here is not a general
evaluation of these theories, which are broader in scope
than the visual-spatial task performance that we focus on.
Studies on ASD performance in visuo-spatial skills tasks
show a mixture of significant and non-significant results
with inconsistent effect directions (see Tables 1, 2, 3).
Here, we present the first meta-analysis of these data to
shed light on the question whether visuo-spatial processing
in ASD is superior, inferior, or equal to that in TD indi-
viduals. In particular, we examine the current state of
knowledge by looking at the classic tests of visuo-spatial
skills: Figure Disembedding, Block Design, Mental Rota-
tion and Navon Figures. We then discuss implications of
these findings for WCC, EPF and EMB. Finally, we look at




We used the databases ‘Web of Science’, ‘PubMed’ and
‘PsycInfo’ by searching the literature using the following
terms: (‘autism’ OR ‘ASD’) AND (‘visuo-spatial’ OR
‘visuospatial’ OR ‘figure disembedding’ OR ‘embedd*
figures’ OR ‘block design’ OR ‘mental rotation’). For the
effect size analysis of Navon Figures we used the following
search terms: (‘autism OR ‘ASD’) AND (‘Navon figure*’
OR ‘Navon task’ OR ‘hierarchisation’ OR ‘hierarchical
letter’ OR ‘hierarchical stimuli’ OR ‘compound letter’ OR
‘free choice’ OR ‘divided attention’ OR ‘selected atten-
tion’). This procedure revealed 76 samples in line with our
topic, made up of 24 samples for Block Design, 35 for
Figure Disembedding, three for Mental Rotation slope
analysis, eight for Mental Rotation intercept analysis and
seven, four and nine for Navon Figures free choice, divided
and selected attention respectively. Inclusion criteria were
studies focusing on children, adolescents, and adults with
ASD compared with at least one TD control group that
participated in a task of visuo-spatial skills. Further, in
order to complete the picture of performance in visuo-
spatial skills other tests were included, such as mazes,
J Autism Dev Disord
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Table 1 Primary studies comparing Block Design performance (M ± SD) in people with ASD (first line in each entry) and TD controls (second
line)
Source N Age % male IQ Block Design d
Pellicano (2006) 40 5.6 ± 0.9 88 113.6a 132.5 ± 17.25g 1.75
40 5.5 ± 1.0 78 112.5a 105.25 ± 13.75g
Ishida (2009) 9 12.3 ± 2.0 100 98.2b 13.6 ± 3.8g 1.20
9 11.6 ± 1.0 100 98.4b 8.8 ± 4.2g
Soulieres (2011) 23 21.0 ± 5.8 87 101.9b 13.7 ± 3.05g,h 1.15
14 19.4 ± 3.8 86 103.0b 10.4 ± 2.5g,h
Caron (2006) 16 21.1 ± 6.3 ? 104.2a 13.7 ± 3.5g 1.12
10 18.6 ± 3.5 ? 96.5a 10.1 ± 2.7g
Pring (2010) 9 26.9 ± 6.3 ? 12.1c 77 ± 44.0i 1.09
9 12.0 ± 2.0 ? 12.0c 124 ± 42i
Morgan (2003) 19 &4.5 ± 0.6 &90 95.1a 105.89 ± 20.45g 0.76
21 4.6 ± 0.4 76 104.6a 92.43 ± 14.94g
Shah (1993) 10 18.5 ± 3.0 80 71.0a 1.84 ± 0.22j 0.63
16 10.9 ± 0.3 94 Matchedd 1.97 ± 0.20j
Shah (1993) 10 18.6 ± 1.7 90 96.7a 1.65 ± 0.19j 0.51
17 16.0 ± 0.6 88 100.6a 1.74 ± 0.17j
Smalley (1990) 9 20.3 100 95.1b 11.8 ± 3.9g 0.48
9 24.3 100 100.3b 10.1 ± 3.2g
Planche (2011) 15 8.5 93 109.1a 12.5 ± 2.4 0.46
15 9.0 80 107.1a 11.5 ± 1.6
van Lang (2006) 20 &14.9 ± 2.2 &77 57.0a 5.4 ± 2.1k 0.41
17 &14.5 ± 2.7 &62 57.2a 5.1 ± 2.1k
20 &14.9 ± 2.2 &77 57.0a 25.1 ± 12.6i
17 &14.5 ± 2.7 &62 57.2a 33.8 ± 12.7i
Bo¨lte (2011) 46 14.1 ± 2.9 63 99.4a 11.6 ± 4.9 0.26
58 14.6 ± 4.8 40 103.3a 10.6 ± 3.3
Bo¨lte (2007) 15 25.8 ± 7.7 100 100.1a 10.9 ± 2.9g 0.25
15 27.0 ± 6.7 100 105.9a 10.3 ± 1.8g
Ropar (2001) 11 11.1 ± 2.0 82 9.9e 9.64 ± 3.93g 0.16
37 9.8 ± 1.4 51 9.7e 9.05 ± 3.57g
Ozonoff (1991) 23 12.1 ± 3.2 91 98.4a 10 ± 4.0g 0.15
20 12.4 ± 3.0 90 97.0a 9.4 ± 4.07g
Williams (2006) 56 11.4 ± 2.2 82 102.1a 11.75 ± 3.62g 0.15
56 11.8 ± 2.2 70 106.0a 11.27 ± 2.92g
Edgin and Pennington (2005) 24 11.5 ± 2.3 47 104.4f 12.08 ± 4.29g -0.06
34 12.0 ± 2.5 84 108.7f 12.32 ± 4.06g
Spek et al. (2011) 83 39.2 ± 11.3 87 110.5b 12.3 ± 3.6g -0.18
41 38.3 ± 9.7 73 114.2b 12.9 ± 2.3g
Drake (2013) 15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 2.5 ± 0.8k -0.31
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 2.9 ± 0.4k
15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 2.7 ± 0.6k
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 2.6 ± 0.6k
15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 2.5 ± 0.7k
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 2.5 ± 0.7k
15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 1.7 ± 1.2k
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 2.3 ± 0.8k
15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 2.5 ± 1.1k
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 2.8 ± 0.4k
15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 1.6 ± 1.1k
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 2.1 ± 0.9k
Pring et al. (1995) 9 26.0 ± 5.7 ? 11.8e 45 ± 24.0i -0.39
9 12.6 ± 1.8 ? 12.6e 36.0 ± 22.0i
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symmetry tasks, and visual search tasks, amongst others.
However, the small number of studies for each of these
latter tasks did not allow for meta-analyses.
Analyses
The primary aim of meta-analyses is to estimate a popu-
lation parameter, typically an effect size. Here, we used
Cohen’s d to quantify performance differences between
ASD and TD. We always coded results in such a way that
positive effect sizes indicated superior performance in
ASD.
Naturally, a sample does not necessarily provide a
truthful representation of the population; instead, some
error attributable to sampling can be expected and di, the
effect size observed in study i, will probably differ from the
population effect size d. As sampling error fluctuates ran-
domly between studies, multiple studies can be expected to
obtain different results (regarding the effect size of the
performance difference between ASD and TD on a given
task). The observed variability of results between studies
can be compared against the variability that can be
expected to arise from sampling error alone. In cases where
the observed variability exceeds the expected variability, s
is the standard deviation for this excess variability (or
heterogeneity). s[ 0 suggests that the studies differ in one
or more aspects that systematically affect the result (i.e. the
effect size of the performance difference). This could be
due to differences in measurement (e.g., what test was used
or how it was scored), participant characteristics (e.g., age,
IQ, sex), or the like. Consequently, the population effect
size d cannot be adequately described by a fixed number.
Instead, random-effects meta-analysis, which we used here,
considers d as a random variable with a mean (ld) and a
standard deviation (rd) for which s is the estimate. Obvi-
ously, even if d is not a random variable but fixed, the
observed variability between study effect sizes might, just
by chance, be greater than expected. Therefore, it is sen-
sible to test s for statistical significance. This is done by
test statistic Q, which follows a v2-distribution with
k (number of studies) degrees of freedom. Finally, meta-
regression is a procedure to investigate if some known
study characteristic (e.g., how a test is scored) moderates
effect size. In other words, meta-regression tests if that
study characteristic explains (a part of) the observed het-
erogeneity. We performed all analyses with Comprehen-
sive Meta Analysis 2.2 (Borenstein et al. 2005).
Ceteris paribus, studies that find a large effect will have
smaller p values than those that find a small effect. At the
same time, non-significant results are less likely to be
published than significant ones, a phenomenon known as
publication bias. In combination, published results might
therefore overestimate the magnitude of the effect of
interest in the population. Here, we used funnel plots as a
method to investigate potential publication bias (see Fig. 1
for an example). In funnel plots each study’s effect size is
plotted against its standard error. The latter is inversely
related to the study’s sample size because a study with
Table 1 continued
Source N Age % male IQ Block Design d
Bo¨lte (2008) 7 27.7 ± 7.8 100 98.4a 10.8 ± 3.6g -0.40
7 25.3 ± 6.9 100 111.6a 11.9 ± 1.5g
Kaland (2007) 13 15.8 ± 2.6 100 107.5a 11.5 ± 7.0i -0.40
13 16.8 ± 2.4 100 108.1a 9.3 ± 3.3i
Burnette (2005) 23 11.3 ± 1.6 83 110.1a 12.52 ± 3.40g -0.45
20 11.0 ± 1.3 75 116.8a 13.9 ± 2.57g
Scheurich (2010) 15 25.2 ± 8.5 100 88.5a 9.9 ± 4.2g -0.46
16 26.6 ± 7.1 100 108.6a 11.4 ± 2g
Entries are ordered by effect size (right-hand column)
a Non-verbal IQ
b Full-scale IQ
c Non-verbal mental age
d TD are matched on raw scores




i Time to completion
j Log time to completion
k Accuracy
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Table 2 Primary studies comparing embedded figure test performance (M ± SD) in people with ASD (first line in each entry) and controls
(second line)
Source N Age % male IQ EFT performance d
Pellicano (2006) 40 5.6 ± 0.9 88 113.6a 5.49 ± 3.2f 2.36
40 5.5 ± 1.0 78 112.5a 13.82 ± 2.67f
40 5.6 ± 0.9 88 113.6a 5.68 ± 2.18f
40 5.5 ± 1.0 78 112.5a 9.89 ± 2.25f
Pellicano (2005) 20 9.5 ± 1.3 90 23.60 ± 1.47h,l 1.98p
20 9.8 ± 1.1 90 Matcheda 22.95 ± 1.85h,l
20 9.5 ± 1.3 90
20 9.8 ± 1.1 90 Matcheda
Brosnan (2012) 13 13.9 ± 0.9 100 9.6b 490 ± 309g 1.88
13 14.7 ± 0.8 100 9.5b 8,776 ± 6,219g
Shah (1983) 20 13.3 ± 3.5 75 20.55 ± 3.25h 1.54
20 9.3 ± 1.4 75 Matcheda 15.70 ± 3.06h
Jarrold (2005) 18 12.4 ± 2.0 103.1c 14.41 ± 13.04f 1.15
18 6.5 ± 0.9 101.7c 28.56 ± 11.61f
Koh (2012) 11 11.2 ± 1.1 100 9.9d 12.6 ± 1.3h,k 0.88
13 10.8 ± 1.5 100 9.7d 11.2 ± 1.8h,k
Ropar (2001) 11 11.1 ± 2.0 9.9d 8.18 ± 4.19h 0.68
37 9.8 ± 1.4 9.7d 6.18 ± 2.78h
11 11.1 ± 2.0 76.1 ± 57.1f
37 9.8 ± 1.4 Matcheda 108.6 ± 41.8f
Falter (2008) 22 12.5 82 Matcheda 72 ± 10h 0.63
22 12.6 51 66 ± 7h
22 12.5 82 100.9a 15,543 ± 7,321f
22 12.6 51 105.2a 20,642 ± 10,467f
Jolliffe (1997) 34 29.2 ± 7.9 &96 100.9a 11.35 ± 0.99h 0.61
17 30.0 ± 9.1 &97 105.2a 10.76 ± 2.00h
34 29.2 ± 7.9 &96 107.5a 30.74 ± 24.12f
17 30.0 ± 9.1 &97 108.1a 52.63 ± 32.6f
de Jonge (2006) 18 18.9 ± 8.0 88 107.5a 10.7 ± 1.3h 0.57
29 18.8 ± 7.7 88 108.1a 9.8 ± 2.0h
18 18.0 ± 8.0 88 95.1a 25.9 ± 11.8f
29 18.8 ± 7.7 88 104.6a 36.0 ± 18.0f
Morgan (2003) 20 &4.6 ± 0.5 &90 95.1a 17.75 ± 3.57h 0.47
21 &4.6 ± 0.5 76 104.6a 18.57 ± 2.91h
20 &4.6 ± 0.5 &90 109a 4.78 ± 2.04f
21 &4.6 ± 0.5 76 109a 7.91 ± 2.54f
Keehn (2009) 12 12.9 ± 2.4 109a 2,041 ± 383f,l 0.42
11 13.9 ± 3.8 109a 2,408 ± 378f,l
12 12.9 ± 2.4 109a 2,273 ± 450f,l
11 13.9 ± 3.8 109a 2,990 ± 718f,l
12 12.9 ± 2.4 109a 0.117 ± 0.115i,l
11 13.9 ± 3.8 109a 0.077 ± 0.096i,l
12 12.9 ± 2.4 100.1a 0.604 ± 0.168i,l
11 13.9 ± 3.8 105.9a 0.577 ± 0.218i,l
Bo¨lte (2007) 15 25.8 ± 7.7 100 45.8 ± 17.6f 0.37
15 27.0 ± 6.7 100 51.5 ± 12.6f
van Lang (2006) 22 14.9 ± 2.2 77 57.0a 12.9 ± 5.7h 0.35
21 14.5 ± 2.7 57 57.2a 10.9 ± 5.7h
Edgin and Pennington (2005) 24 11.5 ± 2.3 84h 104.4e 20.33 ± 3.77h 0.25
34 12.0 ± 2.5 47h 108.7e 20.96 ± 2.41h
24 11.5 ± 2.3 84h 104.4e 13.89 ± 5.94f
34 12.0 ± 2.5 47h 108.7e 20.64 ± 11.05f
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Table 2 continued
Source N Age % male IQ EFT performance d
Koh (2012) 13 10.3 ± 0.9 100 99.4c 11.8 ± 1.8h,k 0.23
11 10.4 ± 1.2 100 104.5c 11.2 ± 3.3h,k
White (2011) 45 9.3 ± 1.4 91 98.1a 0.61 ± 0.21h 0.07
27 9.5 ± 1.4 78 103.a 0.68 ± 0.21h
45 9.3 ± 1.4 91 98.1a 10.0 ± 3.8f
27 9.5 ± 1.4 78 103.a 11.7 ± 3.4f
White (2011) 62 10.6 ± 2.3 97.3a 0.61 ± 0.24h 0.05
50 10.5 ± 2.2 96.4a 0.62 ± 0.20h
62 10.6 ± 2.3 97.3a 7.63 ± 3.80f
50 10.5 ± 2.2 96.4a 8.30 ± 3.16f
Schlooz (2006) 12 10.4 100 103.9a 80.1 ± 18.3h 0.05
12 10.5 100 107.0a 81.0 ± 18.6h
12 10.4 100 103.9a 5.35 ± 1.95f
12 10.5 100 107.0a 5.68 ± 2.62f
South (2007) 19 14.0 ± 2.7 74 110.6a &39.7 ± 26.9f,k -0.05
15 &14.1 ± 2.9 &61 &113.3a &38.3 ± 23.5f,k
Chen (2008) 14 9.1 ± 1.0 100 96.4c 20.1 ± 2.81h -0.11
14 9.0 ± 0.9 100 Matchedc 20.4 ± 2.47h
Taylor et al. (2013) 31 9.0 ± 2.1 81 12.8 ± 5.3f -0.15
61 8.8 ± 1.7 54 11.9f,n
31 9.0 ± 2.1 81 23.9 ± 1.1h
61 8.8 ± 1.7 54 23.8h,n
31 9.0 ± 2.1 81 10.6 ± 9.5o
61 8.8 ± 1.7 54 7.6o,n
Kahland (2007) 13 15.8 ± 2.6 100 107.5a 39.4 ± 22.6f -0.20
13 15.8 ± 2.4 100 108.1a 34.8 ± 23.2f
Nyde´n (2011) 10 8.9 ± 4.2h -0.24
28 14–64 9.5 ± 1.5h
Manjaly (2007) 12 14.4 ± 2.7 110.1c 85.6 ± 8.7h -0.27
12 14.3 ± 2.7 109.3c 89.9 ± 5.5h
12 14.4 ± 2.7 110.1c 1,825 ± 288f
12 14.3 ± 2.7 109.3c 1,834 ± 194f
Lee (2007) 13 10.1 ± 1.6 85 109.3c 61.83 ± 14.75h,m -0.27
13 10.6 ± 1.3 77 115.1c 65.02 ± 11.66h,m
13 10.1 ± 1.6 85 109.3c 7.41 ± 6.52f,m
13 10.6 ± 1.3 77 115.1c 5.80 ± 3.43f,m
Spencer (2012) 38 14.6 ± 1.7 89 107.1c 74.1 ± 18.3h -0.31
80 15.2 ± 1.9 40 111.3c 80.7 ± 11.8h
38 14.6 ± 1.7 89 107.1c 2,549 ± 484f
80 15.2 ± 1.9 40 111.3c 2,491 ± 365f
Malisza (2011) 8 11.7 ± 1.4 75 84.4a 80.48 ± 13.73h -0.34
9 12.1 ± 1.9 78 92.41 ± 9.21h
8 11.7 ± 1.4 75 84.4a 1,212 ± 156f
9 12.1 ± 1.9 78 1,250 ± 146f
Hodgson (2011) 13 7.6 ± 1.8 100 5.7b 11.4 ± 5.0h -0.34
28 7.8 ± 1.3 100 7.2b 13.4 ± 6.1h
13 7.6 ± 1.8 100 5.7b 29.0 ± 7.8f
28 7.8 ± 1.3 100 7.2b 24.4 ± 9.2f
Scheurich (2010) 15 25.2 ± 8.5 100 88.5a 75.7 ± 34.5f -0.37
16 26.6 ± 7.1 100 108.6a 47.9 ± 16.0f
Drake (2013) 15 9.1 ± 2.1 80 100.7a 5.1 ± 5.0h -0.41
15 8.9 ± 1.8 80 107.7a 7.3 ± 5.8h
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large N can be expected to yield a more precise estimate of
d than a study with small N. Results from studies with
small standard errors should scatter narrowly around the
population effect size, and the degree of scatter should
increase as the standard error increases. Therefore, the
distribution of study effect sizes should roughly look like
an inverted funnel. With increasing standard errors, studies
need to find ever larger effects in order to be statistically
significant (cf. grey area in Fig. 1). Consequently, publi-
cation bias will result in an underrepresentation of results
in the area of non-significance. This will break the sym-
metry of the funnel, especially at its base where studies
with small effect sizes are then strongly underrepresented
(e.g., Palmer 2000).
Finally, Navon Figure data require some additional
comments. Three paradigms can be differentiated: In the
free choice paradigm, participants indicate whether they
spontaneously perceive the figure at the global or the local
level (e.g., by naming the number they see, Wang et al.
2007). We used each participant’s number of global pref-
erences as the dependent variable and computed Cohen’s
d from that. We coded results such that positive effect sizes
indicate stronger global preferences in the TD group, which
is in line with expectations (Wang et al. 2007).
In the divided attention paradigm, participants indicate
for each stimulus whether or not it contains a particular
target; in the critical trials that we analyse here, the target
appears either at the local or the global level (e.g., Johnson
et al. 2010). In the selective attention paradigm, partici-
pants are asked to respond either to the global or the local
stimulus level (e.g., by indicating via a button press which
of two letters is shown at that level, Plaisted et al. 1999). In
both paradigms, any global advantage is indicated by the
performance difference between trials for which the global
versus the local stimulus level is relevant for task perfor-
mance. Of interest here is whether this global advantage (or
disadvantage) differs between the ASD and TD group,
which is reflected in the mixed interaction effect of group
Table 2 continued
Source N Age % male IQ EFT performance d
Ozonoff (1991) 23 12.1 ± 3.2 91 98.4a 16.35 ± 5.77h -0.44
20 12.4 ± 3.0 90 97.0a 18.75 ± 5.18h
Damarla (2010) 13 19 ± 5.5 85 109.5a 76.0 ± 21.6h -0.48
13 22.1 ± 4.3 100 110.5a 15.4 ± 84.6h
13 19 ± 5.5 85 109.5a 5,847 ± 1,520f
13 22.1 ± 4.3 100 110.5a 5,816 ± 835f
Brian (1996) 15 19.5 ± 5.6 87 93.6a 383.7 ± 333.6f -0.51
15 11.8 ± 3.6 87 Matcheda 257.0 ± 112.3f
15 19.5 ± 5.6 87 93.6a 220.4 ± 178.1f
15 11.8 ± 3.6 87 Matcheda 205.4 ± 114.9f
15 19.5 ± 5.6 87 93.6a 620.8 ± 309.9f
15 11.8 ± 3.6 87 Matcheda 554.6 ± 334.1f
Burnette (2005) 23 11.3 ± 1.6 87 110.1a 25.26 ± 4.96j -0.78
20 11.0 ± 1.3 87 116.8a 28.70 ± 3.61j
Entries are ordered by effect size (right-hand column)
a Non-verbal IQ
b Non-verbal mental age
c Full-scale IQ
d Verbal mental age
e Verbal IQ
f Time
g Negative efficiency (RT divided by proportion correct)
h Accuracy
i Errors
j Scores reflect time and accuracy (higher scores indicate better performance)
k Estimated from figure
l Personal communication
m 2AFC format
n Prediction for ASD group based on TD results
o False alarms
p Computed from test statistic
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Table 3 Primary studies comparing Mental Rotation performance (M ± SD) in people with ASD (first line in each entry) and TD controls
(second line)
Task DV Group Slope Intercept dSlope dIntercept
Beacher et al. (2012)a
Letter RT ASD 1,607 ± 543 -0.20
TD 1,507 ± 477
Letter Accuracy ASD 0.695 ± 0.075 -0.34
TD 0.717 ± 0.057
Conson et al. (2013)b,i
Letter RT ASD 0.65 ± 1.08 1,657 ± 202 0.00 -0.46
TD 0.65 ± 1.45 1,569 ± 178
Letter Accuracy ASD 0.000 ± 0.000 0.931 ± 0.077 0.00 0.17
TD 0.000 ± 0.001 0.943 ± 0.066
Hand RT ASD 2.00 ± 1.77 2,348 ± 369 -0.38 0.41
TD 2.64 ± 1.59 2,158 ± 548
Hand Accuracy ASD 0.000 ± 0.000 0.904 ± 0.109 0.03 -0.32
TD 0.000 ± 0.000 0.933 ± 0.070
Falter et al. (2008)c
3D RT ASD 15.95 ± 17.15 1,762 ± 431 -0.52 0.81
TD 8.89 ± 8.88 2,208 ± 646
3D Accuracy ASD -0.218 ± 0.245 0.956 ± 0.068 0.05 0.15
TD -0.232 ± 0.273 0.946 ± 0.070
Hamilton et al. (2009)d
Object RT 0.73k
McGrath et al. (2012)e
3D RT ASD 3,870 ± 1,340j 0.18
TD 4,130 ± 1,520j
3D Accuracy ASD 0.900 ± 0.156j 0.08
TD 0.888 ± 0.155j
Nakano et al. (2012)f
3D Accuracy ASD 0.57i 0.30k
TD 0.52i
Silk et al. (2006)g
3D RT ASD 5,510 ± 1,055 1.07
TD 6,480 ± 770
3D Accuracy ASD 0.49 ± 0.15 -0.13
TD 0.51 ± 0.16
Soulieres et al. (2011)h,i
3D RT ASD 14.52 ± 9.36 3,891 ± 1,238 -0.30 0.36
TD 11.57 ± 10.59 4,417 ± 1,769
Shape RT ASD 10.75 ± 5.08 2,885 ± 1,323 -0.08 0.05
TD 10.28 ± 6.80 2,950 ± 1,305
Hand RT ASD 7.23 ± 6.00 1,902 ± 733 0.13 0.16
TD 8.13 ± 7.93 2,015 ± 640
Letter RT ASD 5.86 ± 4.46 1,583 ± 708 -0.49 0.33
TD 3.83 ± 3.57 1,794 ± 500
3D Accuracy ASD -0.077 ± 0.070 0.939 ± 0.080 0.13 -0.79
TD -0.088 ± 0.099 0.855 ± 0.139
Shape Accuracy ASD -0.013 ± 0.054 0.961 ± 0.062 -0.13 -0.44
TD -0.004 ± 0.088 0.924 ± 0.114
Hand Accuracy ASD -0.014 ± 0.057 0.957 ± 0.078 -0.35 -0.61
TD 0.006 ± 0.059 0.904 ± 0.101
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(TD vs. ASD) 9 relevant stimulus level (global vs. local),
where group is a between-subjects factor and target loca-
tion is a within-subjects repeated-measures factor. We
computed Cohen’s d as the interaction effect in raw score
units divided by the pooled standard deviation across the
four conditions. In our analyses positive effect sizes indi-
cate that the global advantage is stronger in the TD group
than in the ASD group, which is in line with expectations
(Wang et al. 2007). To the best of our knowledge, there is
currently no method to determine the standard error for an
effect size that stems from such a mixed interaction. In this
case, we can therefore merely compile but not meta-ana-
lyse the relevant effect sizes.
In both, the divided attention and the selective attention
paradigm, any advantage for the global stimulus dimension
can either be expressed via reaction times or number of
errors. Wherever possible, we present them separately as




Twenty-four samples with altogether 520 ASD participants
and 518 TD participants entered the analysis. Table 1 lists
these studies and their results ordered by effect size; Fig. 1
shows the corresponding funnel plot. Most of the studies
used scaled scores, which combine time and number of
errors, as the dependent variable. Five studies used time to
completion, instead, and one study used accuracy.
The population effect size ld was estimated as d = 0.32
(Z = 2.53, p = .012). When we re-run the analysis without
the most extreme effect in order to test how much the
estimate depended on a single finding, the estimate for ld
did not change much, d = 0.22 (Z = 2.24, p = .025).
Heterogeneity (rd) was estimated to be large (s = 0.49)
and was significantly greater than zero (Q23 = 77.3,
p\ .001). Heterogeneity is also reflected in the large
scatter of primary study results in the funnel plot (cf.
Fig. 1). Year of publication, type of test scoring (accuracy,
scaled scores, time to completion), and participants’ age
were tested in meta-regressions; neither of them turned out
Table 3 continued
Task DV Group Slope Intercept dSlope dIntercept
Letter Accuracy ASD -0.042 ± 0.076 0.978 ± 0.053 -0.80 -0.82
TD 0.026 ± 0.098 0.902 ± 0.136
Entries are ordered by effect size (right-hand column)
a
NASD = 26 (58 % male), NTD = 32 (50 % male); age: 32.8 (ASD) and 30.4 (TD); National Adult Reading Test score: 30.3 (ASD) and 35.2 (TD)
b NASD = 24 (88 % male), NTD = 24 (83 % male); age: 13.4 (ASD) and 13.3 (TD); full scale IQ: 100.0 (ASD) and 99.4 (TD)
c NASD = 19 (95 % male), NTD = 19 (95 % male); age: 12.9 (ASD) and 13.0 (TD); Raven score: 43 (ASD) and 45 (TD)
d
NASD = 23 (83 % male), NTD = 23 (&63 % male); age: 8.0 (ASD) and 4.2 (TD); verbal mental age: 4.4 (ASD), 4.8 (TD)
e NASD = 22 (100 % male), NTD = 22 (100 % male); age: 17.6 (ASD) and 17.5 (TD); performance IQ: 124.4 (ASD), 120.8 (TD)
f
NASD = 14 (71 % male), NTD = 20 (75 % male); age: 30.7 (ASD) and 27.6 (TD); performance IQ: 107 (ASD), matched (TD)
g
NASD = 7 (100 % male), NTD = 9 (100 % male); age: 14.7 (ASD) and 15.0 (TD); performance IQ: 118 (ASD), matched (TD)
h NASD = 23 (87 % male), NTD = 14 (86 % male); age: 21.0 ± 5.8 (ASD) and 19.4 ± 3.8 (TD); performance IQ: 105.0 (ASD) and 99.1 (TD). Data stem from re-
analysis of the original dataset
i Personal communication
j From figure
k Computed from t test statistics
Fig. 1 Funnel plot for 24 studies comparing Block Design perfor-
mance between ASD and TD. Note Positive effect sizes indicate
superior performance in ASD. Results outside the white cone are
statistically significant for individual studies. The solid vertical line
indicates the estimate for the population effect size (ld)
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to moderate effect size (p = .578, p = .754, and p = .123,
respectively).
For matching on IQ, non-verbal IQ should be most
relevant for group comparisons on visuo-spatial skills. We
therefore contrasted ASD and TD groups on non-verbal IQ
wherever this information was available; otherwise we
used full-scale or verbal IQ (cf. Table 1). Not all studies
were equally successful in matching ASD and TD on IQ,
which might contribute to the observed heterogeneity. We
therefore considered IQ difference as a moderator. Rele-
vant information was available for 20 studies, which
showed a similar picture as the whole set of studies
(d = 0.31, s = 0.52). Meta-regression showed that IQ
difference (ASD–TD) significantly moderated the effect
Table 4 Primary studies
comparing performance with
Navon stimuli in people with
ASD and TD controls in three
paradigms
Entries are ordered by effect size
(right-hand column)
For each study, the ASD sample is
described in the top row and the TD
sample in the bottom row. Positive
effect sizes are in line with
expectations and indicate that the
global advantage (divided attention,
selective attention) or the global
preference (free choice) is stronger
in the TD group than in the ASD
group. For the divided attention and
the selective attention paradigm,
separate effect sizes are indicated for
reaction time (RT) and errors as
dependent variables if available.
MA = mental age. The figures at
the right illustrate the distribution of
the overall effect size and their
median (horizontal bar)
a Calculation partly based on
personal communication
Source N Age (M ± SD) % male IQ dRT derror doverall
Free choice
Deruelle et al. (2006) 13 9.1 ± 2.6 69 MA = 7.8 0.85
13 7.6 ± 3.3 69 Matched
Bo¨lte et al. (2007) 15 25.8 ± 7.7 100 100.1 0.53
15 27.0 ± 6.7 100 105.9
Koldewyn et al. (2013) 45 8.8 ± 1.6 80 109.4 0.50
45 8.2 ± 1.7 80 111.7
Rondan and Deruelle (2007) 26 26.2 ± 7.3 88 91.6 0.44
26 27.7 ± 6.2 88 ?
Bernardino et al. (2012) 20 12.1 ± 2.3 100 103.4 0.09
20 15.7 ± 8.0 55 107.9
Wang et al. (2007) 12 &14.6 ± 4.0 C83 &67 0.01
12 &14.3 ± 3.5 C83 Matched
Bernardino et al. (2012) 19 13.3 ± 2.6 79 64.5 -0.10
20 15.4 ± 4.5 75 58.6
Divided attention
Plaisted et al. (1999) 17 10.3 ± 2.3 ? Normal 0.77 1.04 0.91
17 10.2 ± 2.0 ? Matched
Katagiri et al. (2013) 11 31.1 ± 6.1 27 105 0.58a 0.12 0.35
11 28.3 ± 5.4 27 Normal
Johnson et al. (2010) 10 16.3 ± 2.3 60 112.4 -0.06 0.06 0.00
11 14.3 ± 2.6 45 114.6
Mottron et al. (1999) 11 14.9 ± 3.5 91 110.9 -0.50 0.11 -0.20
11 14.0 ± 2.5 91 116.1
Selective attention
Behrmann et al. (2006) 14 34.5 ± 10.9 86 104.1 1.12 1.12
27 Matched Matched Matched
Bernardino et al. (2012) 19 13.3 ± 2.6 79 64.5 1.06 1.06
20 15.4 ± 4.5 75 58.6
Wang et al. (2007) 14 &14.6 ± 4.0 C86 &67 0.70 0.29 0.50
14 &14.3 ± 3.5 C86 Matched
Bernardino et al. (2012) 20 12.1 ± 2.3 100 103.4 0.49 0.49
20 15.7 ± 8.0 55 107.9
Koldewyn et al. (2013) 45 8.8 ± 1.6 80 109.4 0.01 0.41a 0.21
45 8.2 ± 1.7 80 111.7
Rinehart et al. (2000) 12 9.9 ± 3.0 92 93.7 0.13 0.13
12 Matched 92 Matched
Plaisted et al. (1999) 17 10.3 ± 2.3 ? Normal 0.11 -0.28 -0.09
17 10.2 ± 2.0 ? Matched
Rinehart et al. (2000) 12 12.5 ± 3.8 83 102.8 -0.20 -0.20
12 Matched 83 Matched
Porter and Coltheart (2006) 8 8.4 ± 1.5 50 MA = 6.3 -0.31 -0.56 -0.44
27 16.7 ± 9.6 &48 MA = 14.7
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size for BDT performance (b = 0.059, Q1 = 7.1,
p = .008). That is, for each IQ point an ASD group lags
behind its TD control group, the ASD advantage in Block
Design performance can be expected to be underestimated
by d = 0.059 (see also Fig. 2). In this context it seems then
relevant that, on average, IQ was 3.7 points lower in the
ASD groups then in the TD groups (unweighted mean of 20
samples). In order to account for this effect, we used the
result from the meta-regression (b = 0.059) to estimate for
each of 20 relevant samples the effect size that had been
observed if ASD and TD group had been matched perfectly
on IQ. As expected, a meta-analysis on these corrected
effect sizes resulted in a somewhat higher estimate for ld,
d = 0.58 (Z = 3.80, p\ .001). However, heterogeneity
was only marginally reduced (s = 0.47, Q14 = 43.3,
p\ .001), which suggests that precision of IQ matching
explains only a small part of the heterogeneity observed in
our initial analysis.
Returning to our initial analysis of all samples, it is
interesting to note that the largest observed Block Design
advantage (d = 1.75), which looks like an outlier in the
funnel plot (cf. Fig. 1), appeared in one of the few samples
in which IQ was higher in the ASD group than in the TD
group (cf. Table 1; Fig. 2).
In the face of heterogeneity, formal tests of publication
bias are often not very useful (Ioannidis and Trikalinos
2007). However, inspection of the funnel plot (cf. Fig. 1)
showed no evidence for publication bias. As can be seen,
results’ scatter around the estimated population effect size
was fairly symmetrical; more importantly, most of the
primary study results were not statistically significant on
their own. If there was strong publication bias in this area
we would expect to see few statistically non-significant
results in the published literature.
Figure Disembedding
The results for all k = 35 samples (with 707 ASD partic-
ipants and 803 TD participants) are shown in Table 2. As
previously, studies are listed in decreasing order of effect
size and positive effect sizes indicate superior performance
in the ASD group.
The meta-analysis estimated the population effect size
ld as d = 0.26 (Z = 2.13; p = .033); heterogeneity (rd)
was very large (Q34 = 167.2; p\ .001; s = 0.63), see also
the funnel plot in Fig. 3. There was no indication of pub-
lication bias.
Without the four filled outliers (Brosnan et al. 2012;
Pellicano et al. 2005, 2006; Shah and Frith 1983), all more
than two standard deviations away from the mean of
d = 0.26, heterogeneity was much lower but still sub-
stantial (s = 0.29, p = .003) and the estimate for ld shrank
to d = 0.05 (Z = 0.60; p = .550).
We tried various variables as potential moderators in
meta-regressions in order to account for the large vari-
ability in effect sizes across studies (s = 0.63). We did not
find that type of dependent variable (time; time and accu-
racy; accuracy) had an influence on results (p = .595); the
same was true for year of publication (p = .191) and par-
ticipants’ age (p = .323; 34 studies). For a sub-set of 23
studies, we could investigate whether the IQ difference
between ASD and TD participants accounted for differ-
ences between studies. This resulted in a less steep slope
than in the Block Design analysis (b = .042), which did
not turn out to be statistically significant in Figure Dis-
embedding (p = .147).
Fig. 2 Block Design advantage in ASD individuals as a function of
IQ difference in 20 studies. Note Circle sizes represent the weight of
each study in the meta-regression; the regression line is based on a
method-of-moments approach (Raudenbush 1994)
Fig. 3 Funnel plot for 35 studies comparing Figure Disembedding
Test performance between ASD and TD. Note Positive effect sizes
indicate superior performance in ASD. Results outside the white cone
are statistically significant for individual studies. The solid vertical
line indicates the estimate for the population effect size (ld)
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Mental Rotation
Given the different skills required for this task that can be
divided into rotational (slopes) and non-rotational (inter-
cepts) performance aspects, we present separate meta-
analyses on regression slopes and intercepts.
Regarding regression slopes, three samples with alto-
gether 66 ASD participants and 57 TD participants entered
the analysis. The results for two samples (Conson et al.
2013; Soulieres et al. 2011) depended on a reanalysis of the
raw data, which is presented in Table 3. In the Conson
et al. (2013) study, participants solved two different tasks.
Across both, the effect size for the performance difference
between ASD and TD participants was d = -0.19 for RT
slopes and d = 0.02 for accuracy slopes. As previously,
positive effect sizes indicate superior performance in the
ASD group. Across both measures, the performance dif-
ference was d = -0.09 (SE = 0.29). In the Soulieres et al.
(2011) study, each participant solved four mental rotation
tests. The effect size for the performance difference
between ASD and TD participants across all four tests was
d = -0.19 for RT slopes and d = -0.29 for accuracy
slopes. Across both measures, the performance difference
was d = -0.23 (SE = 0.34). For the other sample (Falter
et al. 2008), the performance difference between ASD and
TD participants across measures (RT and accuracy) was
d = -0.24 (SE = 0.33). The meta-analysis of k = 3
samples estimated the population effect size ld of the
combined performance measure (RT slope and accuracy
slope) as d = -0.18 (Z = -0.99; p = .323). Heterogene-
ity was estimated as zero, which makes a confidence
interval on ld particularly meaningful; the 95 % CI was
[-0.54, 0.18].
Regarding regression intercepts eight samples with
altogether 158 ASD participants and 163 TD participants
entered the analysis. Detailed descriptions are presented in
Table 3, the funnel plot is shown in Fig. 4. For the Conson
et al. (2013) study, results across subtests were d = -0.03
for RT and d = -0.08 for accuracy; for the Soulieres et al.
(2011) sample, results across four subtests were d = 0.23
for RT and d = -0.67 for accuracy. This pattern, where
ASD participants showed a stronger relative performance
for RT than for accuracy, also emerged in all four other
relevant samples, as can be seen from Table 3 (Beacher
et al. 2012; Falter et al. 2008; McGrath et al. 2012; Silk
et al. 2006). This might reflect that speed-accuracy tradeoff
differs between ASD and TD participants. For one sample
(Hamilton et al. 2009), only RT data were available, for
another sample (Nakano et al. 2012) only accuracy data.
Thus, none of the two outcome measures (RT and accu-
racy) was overrepresented in the analysis, which averaged
across both whenever RT and accuracy results were
available. For k = 8 samples, the population effect size ld
was estimated as d = 0.16 (Z = 1.21; p = .227). The
estimate for heterogeneity (rd) was moderate (s = 0.19)
but statistically non-significant (Q7 = 9.4, p = .226),
which may reflect low power due to small sample size
(k = 8). The funnel plot does not suggest publication bias
because there is no overrepresentation of significant studies
with small sample sizes. Because of the small number of
samples we did not try to identify moderators.
Navon Figures
Free Choice
The results for all k = 7 free choice samples (with 150
ASD participants and 151 TD participants) are shown in
the top panel of Table 4. As previously, studies are listed in
decreasing order of effect size; positive effect sizes indicate
that preference for the local stimulus level was greater in
the ASD group than in the TD group. The distribution of
effect sizes is also illustrated in the top figure at the right of
Table 4.
The meta-analysis estimated the population effect size
ld as d = 0.35 (Z = 3.01; p = .003); heterogeneity (rd)
was absent (Q6 = 5.9; p = .430; s = 0.00). In light of the
latter, a confidence interval for ld becomes particularly
informative; the 95 % CI obtained was [0.12, 0.57]. Fol-
lowing Cohen’s (1988) popular convention of effect sizes,
the combined data then suggest that, compared to TD, ASD
affected people show a small to medium preference for the
local level of Navon stimuli.
Fig. 4 Funnel plot for eight studies comparing Mental Rotation
performance (intercepts) between ASD and TD. Note Positive effect
sizes indicate superior performance in ASD. Results outside the white
cone are statistically significant for individual studies. The solid
vertical line indicates the estimate for the population effect size (ld)
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Due to the small number of studies we did not look for
publication bias. However, five out of the seven primary
effect sizes were not statistically significant on their own;
thus, it appears unlikely that publication bias is an issue in
this domain.
Divided Attention
Fewer data were available for the divided attention para-
digm. The results for the k = 4 samples (with 49 ASD
participants and 50 TD participants) are shown in the
middle panel of Table 4. Positive effect sizes indicate that
the global advantage is stronger in the TD than in the ASD
group. The overall effect sizes (reaction time and errors
combined where possible) ranged from d = -0.20 to
d = 0.90, with a median of d = 0.18. Again, the distri-
bution of effect sizes can be seen in the middle figure to the
right of Table 4. A similar picture emerged for reaction
times only (median d = 0.26) and number of errors only
(median d = 0.12). Thus, the limited evidence that is
available tentatively suggests that any advantage for the
global stimulus level might be slightly smaller in ASD
affected people than in TD.
Selective Attention
The results for the k = 9 selective attention samples (with
161 ASD participants and 194 TD participants) are shown
in the bottom panel of Table 4. Again, positive effect sizes
indicate that the global advantage is stronger in the TD
than in the ASD group. For one of the studies (Porter and
Coltheart 2006), matching on age and intellectual abilities
was poor. However, the comparison between the ASD and
TD group is not about absolute performance but instead
about global relative to local performance within the same
group. From this viewpoint, the lack of matching should
not be overly problematic. However, this study might
reflect age effects instead of ASD effects. We therefore
present analyses with and without this sample included.
The overall effect sizes (reaction time and errors com-
bined where possible) showed a fairly wide spread that
ranged from d = -0.44 to d = 1.12, with a median of
d = 0.21 (d = 0.35 without the Porter and Coltheart 2006,
sample); their distribution is depicted in the bottom figure
to the right of Table 4. A one-sample t test against zero
resulted in a large p value (t8 = 1.7, p = .309; without the
Porter et al. sample: t7 = 2.3, p = .053). When we only
look at reaction times, the median effect size was d = 0.11
(d = 0.12 without the Porter et al. sample); when we only
look at number of errors, the median effect size was
d = 0.01 (d = 0.41 without the Porter et al. sample).
Overall then, there is some tentative evidence for a stronger
global advantage in TD as compared to ASD groups;
however any such difference appears to be small and it did
not show reliably across studies.
Discussion
The question of visuo-spatial superiority in ASD compared
to TD individuals is both complex and not easy to answer
on the basis of research done so far. First, we review the
results of the meta-analyses, and then we examine how the
theories discussed in the introduction hold up against these
results. Next, we look at findings from other tasks and
revisit the theories we introduced earlier. Finally, we
examine the issue of heterogeneity.
A meta-analysis of 35 studies comparing the Figure
Disembedding performance of participants with ASD
compared to TD found that participants with ASD are, on
average, superior at this task. However, that difference is
small and heterogeneity was enormous. A closer look at the
funnel plot reveals that four studies (Brosnan et al. 2012;
Pellicano et al. 2005, 2006; Shah and Frith 1983) are
outliers. If we disregard them, the overall effect vanishes
and heterogeneity is greatly reduced.
The effect size for the 24 studies of Block Design was
small, and subject to substantial heterogeneity. While it is
unknown what accounts for the heterogeneity we know that
it is not due to the way the tests were scored, the year of
publication or the participants’ age.
Mental Rotation results are divided into two aspects: the
intercept (non-rotational aspects of the task such as the
speed with which one mentally compares the objects,
decision making and response variables) and the slope
(rotational aspects of the task, i.e. the speed with which one
mentally rotates) (Falter et al. 2008). This meta-analysis
found no consistent superiority for ASD on intercepts,
which was carried out on eight studies. An analysis of
slopes, for which we had three samples, even suggested a
slight inferiority for the ASD group. However, given the
small number of studies there is no strong evidence for the
lack of an effect.
Finally, findings for Navon Figures suggest that the
differences between TD and ASD are not as profound as
assumed in the literature. The results of seven studies using
the free choice paradigm point towards a stronger local
preference in ASD affected people as compared to TD
people, as hypothesized. Nonetheless, this difference in
preference was small. For both the divided and selective
attention paradigms, with four and nine samples respec-
tively, there was tentative evidence that the relative
advantage of global over local tasks is indeed stronger in
TD people than in ASD affected people. However, any
such differences were very small.
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A good theory of autism should not only cover the
deficits seen in the disorder but also be able to explain
intact and superior abilities. How do the cognitive theories
hold up with regards to the present meta-analysis results?
WCC theory presumes superior performance on Figure
Disembedding and Block Design, however we only found
unequivocal evidence for superior performance for Block
Design. For Mental Rotation it predicts no difference or an
inferior performance, which receives some support by our
findings, but one must keep in mind that this result is based
on only a small number of studies. Concerning Navon
Figures, WCC assumes a stronger local preference by
individuals with ASD in the free choice task and a weaker
global-over-local advantage in the divided and selective
attention tasks. While our analyses support the former, the
support for the latter is also tentative.
Like WCC, EPF predicts superior performance for
Block Design and Figure Disembedding, yet clear superi-
ority was only found for Block Design. We presumed an
equal performance prediction for Mental Rotation, which is
supported by our data. For free-choice Navon Figures a
local preference in ASD was predicted and our meta-ana-
lysis did find this to a greater extent than in TD, but the
effect size was small. Our finding, that there is only a small
difference (if at all present) between the two groups for the
divided and selected attention paradigms, supports the idea
of a flexible processing style. Neither WCC, nor EPF is
able to deal with the large heterogeneity we observed.
The predications made by EMB theory on the basis of
which tasks have shown sex differences in previous stud-
ies, are not supported by our findings: while we found a
superior performance pattern for Block Design, EMB
should predict no difference due to the lack of sex differ-
ence in this IQ subtest. Furthermore, the predicted superi-
ority was not found for Mental Rotation and it received
only equivocal support for Figure Disembedding. Since no
known sex difference exists for Navon Figures, EMB
would not predict a group difference, which our data agrees
with. In sum, no group difference predictions made by
EMB theory are supported by the results of the current
meta-analysis. It appears that predictions made in the
framework of EMB theory are grounded on assumptions of
sex differences in visuo-spatial tasks, for which only weak
support exists. As a result, EMB theory can only make
predictions about a very confined number of perceptual and
cognitive tasks, for which clear sex differences exist, and
its relevance for explaining the autistic cognitive profile is
therefore limited.
All things considered, we would like to remark that even
though the data presented here are partially at odds with the
presented theories, the latter are wider in scope and not
solely about performance differences on the tasks we
studied in this meta-analysis.
Apart from the classic tests of visuo-spatial ability there
are also other tests that have been used to assess visuo-
spatial skills. For instance, tasks involving mazes (Caron
et al. 2004; Edgin and Pennington 2005; Pellicano et al.
2006) test visuo-spatial skills in a more realistic and life-
like setting. All three studies using mazes showed typical
performance for individuals with ASD, which speaks
against a generalized visuo-spatial superiority in ASD
across different types of tasks.
Simmons et al. (2009) argue that both Figure Disem-
bedding and Block Design tasks may be regarded as visual
search tasks. Plaisted et al. (1998) explicitly investigated
visual search performance and found enhanced perfor-
mance in ASD concluding that superior visual search skills
might explain the superior performance on Figure Disem-
bedding tasks. However, Shah and Frith (1983) investi-
gated qualitatively which search strategies were employed
by their participants during the performance on the chil-
dren’s version of the Figures Disembedding task (CEFT)
and concluded that children with ASD rarely used a visual
search strategy. Instead, the correct shape seemed to ‘‘pop
out’’, resulting in an immediate response most of the time.
Simmons et al. (2009) summarized the results from
several studies, and found that participants with ASD
demonstrated superior performance on visual search tasks
even when the task was made more complex such as in
multiple conjunction searches. Yet the finding that partic-
ipants do not seem to rely on a search strategy during the
Figure Disembedding leads one to believe that superior
visual search performance does not account alone for
enhanced Figure Disembedding performance. Alterna-
tively, Brosnan et al. (2012) suggested that the enhanced
performance on Figure Disembedding seen in ASD is due
to increased visual acuity.
Evidence from neuroimaging studies points towards
different patterns of processing of visuo-spatial information
in ASD. Three recent studies (Damarla et al. 2010; Lee
et al. 2007; Manjaly et al. 2007) made use of functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) during a Figure
Disembedding task. While none of these studies found
performance differences between ASD and TD groups,
differential brain activation was observed. Lee et al.’s
(2011) study revealed that while TD control group partic-
ipants showed activation in the left frontal cortex, the ASD
group did not recruit these frontal regions. Frontal brain
activation is particularly interesting because it is thought to
be involved in the execution of complex tasks (Silk et al.
2006). Damarla et al. (2010) also found decreased frontal
activation in ASD participants compared to TD controls.
These findings suggest that individuals with ASD did not
require as many resources as TD individuals in order to
achieve the same level of performance, which supports the
idea of superiority of Figure Disembedding in individuals
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with ASD. Furthermore, the fMRI study conducted by
Manjaly et al. (2007) utilized a different control task than
the previous two studies, and concluded that the ASD
group showed enhanced local processing in visual areas, a
conclusion supported by Damarla et al. (2010). Silk et al.
(2006) investigated activity levels in frontoparietal net-
works during Mental Rotation. Similar to the Figure Dis-
embedding tasks mentioned above, no differences in
performance were found, but differential brain activation
revealed processing differences between the ASD and TD
group. Again, individuals with ASD showed less recruit-
ment of frontal areas while exhibiting intact task
performance.
In sum, literature on fMRI techniques combined with
visuo-spatial tasks showed that while performance in ASD
remains intact, differences are evident in the recruitment of
frontal brain areas. The main finding was that individuals
with ASD did not rely as much as TD individuals on frontal
areas but rather on visual areas to solve visuo-spatial tasks.
Together with Simmons et al. (2012) paper it does appear
that any ASD advantage found in previous studies in both
Figure Disembedding (Lee et al. 2007) and Block Design
(Shah and Frith 1993) might stem from enhanced visual
processing skills, which may not be as helpful in Mental
Rotation and may thus explain the lack of consistent
superiority in this task.
Heterogeneity was large in Block Design and Figure
Disembedding, suggesting that the included studies dif-
fered in at least one aspect that systematically affected the
results. Sampling differences might be a common source of
heterogeneity. Many of the reviewed studies used a mixed
sample of individuals with autism, AS and HFA, a dis-
tinction no longer made (American Psychiatric Association
2013), and it may be that such differences contribute to the
observed heterogeneity.
Barbeau et al. (2013) advise that perceptual peaks may
disappear according to matching decisions. Matching is
commonly done on the basis of age, gender, and IQ (per-
formance IQ, verbal IQ, or full scale IQ). However, it is
also possible not to match groups based on an IQ profile
but rather compare them on a range of performance mea-
sures, thereby capturing the specific ASD profile without
losing sight of the overall difference. We tested whether
the differences in IQ affected the results; while this was the
case the effect was not strong enough to cause the large
amount of heterogeneity.
Edgin and Pennington (2005) suggested that age might
play a role: they found a significant age by group interac-
tion in their maze study. However, if age were a promising
moderator we would see a systematic increase or decrease
in the age-column from top to bottom in our tables, as they
are ordered by effect size; but this is not the case. There-
fore, we conclude that age does not affect the results.
The diverse ranges of tests that have been used to assess
visuo-spatial skills introduce another possible source of
heterogeneity. Each of them taps slightly different skills
and cognitive processes. Moreover, tests may be adminis-
tered using the classical paper-and-pencil format or a
computerized version. Another variable that might be
promising to test in the future is stimulus complexity. The
Block Design task lends itself to a variety of manipula-
tions, e.g., manipulating the angles of rotation or oblique
lines, which can be used to create Block Design patterns of
various difficulties, which was done by Shah and Frith
(1993). It was found that the only variable that produced an
advantage for the ASD group was segmentation (slicing the
design into smaller parts), on which they were considerably
faster than the TD control group, i.e. when the design was
not pre-segmented the ASD had an advantage over the TD
group. Caron et al. (2006) manipulated difficulty of the
design with perceptual cohesiveness, task uncertainty and
matrix size in order to better understand the segmentation
advantage, which they interpreted as evidence for enhanced
locally oriented processing. Indeed, the only advantage was
found for locally oriented processing. Like in Mental
Rotation, it appears that the difference does not lie in the
ability to rotate but instead, we may conclude that any
advantage that is found is due to a visual rather than a
spatial processing advantage.
In sum, we considered age, IQ matching and sampling
as factors that may affect the outcome of a study on visuo-
spatial skills. The present results indicate that age did not
influence the results. IQ matching only had a weak effect
on them. Happe´ and Ronald (2008) suggest that the triad of
impairments apparent in autism may in fact be due to a
combination of genetic, neurological and behavioral factors
rather than a single underlying cause. If this were the case
we might be able to account for the large heterogeneity in
terms of the huge variability within the autistic spectrum.
In contrast to what has been reported in the literature,
this meta-analysis presents evidence that does not confirm
that people affected by ASD generally show superior per-
formance at visuo-spatial tasks: no support was found for
Mental Rotation and only weak support for an ASD
advantage in Navon Figures; although we did find the
expected local preference, the expected global disadvan-
tage was small at best. Thus, Block Design and Figure
Disembedding were the only tasks on which we found
superiority but with a small effect size and huge hetero-
geneity. Observations about enhanced vision in visual
search tasks in ASD, along with evidence from fMRI
studies seem to support the idea that any advantage might
be due to differential processing of visual stimuli. Large
heterogeneity was found across studies that could not be
easily accounted for. Speculatively, the large variability in
skills and cognitive profiles within the autistic spectrum
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might be responsible for this heterogeneity. Overall, this
meta-analysis reveals that the assumption that individuals
with ASD generally excel in visuo-spatial tasks is wrong.
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